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Abstract

Weakly supervised object localization (WSOL) aims at
predicting object locations in an image using only image-
level category labels. Common challenges that image clas-
sification models encounter when localizing objects are,
(a) they tend to look at the most discriminative features
in an image that confines the localization map to a very
small region, (b) the localization maps are class agnos-
tic, and the models highlight objects of multiple classes in
the same image and, (c) the localization performance is af-
fected by background noise. To alleviate the above chal-
lenges we introduce the following simple changes through
our proposed method ViTOL. We leverage the vision-based
transformer for self-attention and introduce a patch-based
attention dropout layer (p-ADL) to increase the coverage
of the localization map and a gradient attention rollout
mechanism to generate class-dependent attention maps. We
conduct extensive quantitative, qualitative and ablation ex-
periments on the ImageNet-1K and CUB datasets. We
achieve state-of-the-art MaxBoxAcc-V2 localization scores
of 70.47% and 73.17% on the two datasets respectively.
Code is available on https://github.com/Saurav-31/ViTOL.

1. Introduction
Weakly supervised object localization (WSOL) refers to

a class of problems that aim to localize objects in an image
using image-level annotations as weak supervision. Typi-
cally used image-level annotations are classification labels
[35], image captions and action annotations [26], object size
estimates [27] and context-aware guidance [16]. In this pa-
per, we use image classification labels as weak supervision
to localize objects in images. Object location annotations
are never explicitly used during training.

We detail below common challenges observed in WSOL
with classification labels. Figure 1 showcases common
WSOL challenges and output of ViTOL for three query im-
ages. (a) Highlighting Only Discriminative Regions: Fully
supervised image classification does not accurately local-
ize objects in an image as observed in the activation maps
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Figure 1. Common Challenges in WSOL (row2) and ViTOL
output (row3) are visualized for three query images (row1). The
GT box is shown in green and the predicted box is shown in red.

(AM) overlaid on Figure 1 (column1, row2). We observe
that the entire dog is not highlighted in the AM. In con-
trast, only the regions which the model considers as most-
discriminative for classification are highlighted. This nega-
tively affects the model’s ability to localize the complete ob-
ject of interest. (b) Class Agnostic Activation Map: Figure
1 (column2, row2) demonstrates that objects belonging to
multiple classes are highlighted in the same AM. This lim-
its the model’s flexibility in localizing objects belonging to
a specific class. (c) Background Noise: Accurately local-
izing an object of interest in a cluttered environment with
many objects in the scene is challenging and results in a
noisy AM as observed in Figure 1 (column3, row2).

To alleviate the above challenges, we leverage vision
transformer architectures [10] to localize objects in an im-
age. Post-hoc work [1, 7] has interpreted and visualized
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the capabilities of self-attention layers in transformers to
understand objects of interest in a given image. In our
work, we introduce below simple modifications to the vi-
sion transformer. These modifications together with the vi-
sion transformer backbone enable a performance improve-
ment of 6.57% (MaxBox Accuracy-V2) and 5.24% (Top-
1 Localization) on ImageNet for WSOL over the current
state-of-the-art.

patch-based Attention Dropout Layer (p-ADL): At-
tention dropout mechanism [9] is applied to a sequence of
patch embeddings in ViTOL using our proposed p-ADL
layer. Two components of the p-ADL layer are patch im-
portance map and patch drop mask. During the course of
training, these components are utilized to highlight informa-
tive and drop discriminative patches respectively to balance
the classification v/s localization performance of the model.
For a more detailed explanation, refer to Section 3.1.

Grad Attention Rollout (GAR): Attention rollout [1]
generates an attention map by recursively multiplying the
attention weight matrices across layers. We introduce a
weighted attention rollout mechanism using the gradients
computed at each attention map. We refer to this mecha-
nism as Grad Attention Rollout. This post-hoc method in
combination with the p-ADL enables the model to quan-
tify the positive and negative contributions in the attention
map for each class. This guides the model to generate class-
dependent attention maps and a negative clamping opera-
tion in GAR further suppresses the effect of background
noise in the attention map. We observe that this method
is effective in improving upon existing state-of-the-art for
WSOL (refer Section 4). In Section 4, we also showcase re-
sults for an alternative post-hoc approach called Layer Rel-
evance Propagation [7].

Contributions: In summary, we introduce three simple
yet effective modifications to current WSOL methods that
enable us to achieve state-of-the-art performance on ob-
ject localization benchmarks. 1) we adopt a self-attention
mechanism using vision transformer in the WSOL task, 2)
introduce the p-ADL layer (Figure 2 (C)) to improve the
localization ability of the vision transformer model signif-
icantly, and 3) leverage grad attention rollout to generate
class-dependent activation maps.

We conduct extensive ablation experiments, qualitative
and quantitative comparisons against state-of-the-art ap-
proaches on the object localization and classification perfor-
mance of our model. Our best model has a MaxBoxAccV2
accuracy of 70.47% on ImageNet-1K [25] and 73.17%
on Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 (CUB) [30] which are
6.57% and 6.67% better than the current state-of-the-art.
Qualitatively, we observe that our approach generates high-
quality localization maps that cover the entire object and are
fairly robust to clutter in the scene (Figure 4, 5, 6).

2. Related Work
In a weakly supervised learning setup, a major challenge

while training classification models is that the classification
loss pushes the network to look at the most discriminative
features in an image and fails to localize the entire object.
To address this issue, various methods [4, 32, 35] have in-
troduced architectural changes in CNNs. More recently,
the transformer architecture was introduced by Vaswani et
al. [29] for machine translation and is widely used since
then in many computer vision tasks. Vision transform-
ers (ViT) [10] divide the image into a sequence of image
patches and uses an extra class token to learn image rep-
resentation and perform classification. A more powerful
and data efficient extension of transformers was introduced
as DeiT [17, 28]. Naseer et al. [23] shows that the trans-
formers showcase properties of handling long-range de-
pendencies using their inherent self-attention mechanism.
They preserve global information consistently across all
layers (Fig.7 in [10]). Moreover, they exhibit properties
of robustness to occlusions and preserve object structure
which makes them suitable for the WSOL task. Therefore,
we utilize the DeiT-Small-Variant (DeiT-S) and DeiT-Base-
Variant (DeiT-B) transformer architecture in our work and
introduce simple architectural changes to improve localiza-
tion capabilities.

In WSOL, some pioneering work has been proposed to
generate localization maps. CAM [35] uses a global av-
erage pooling layer [19] to fuse feature maps and gener-
ate a localization map. This has a limitation of focusing
only on the small discriminative part of the object. Wonho
Bae et al. [4] improved CAM by using thresholded aver-
age pooling, negative weight clamping and percentile based
thresholding techniques. TS-CAM [11] introduces a visual
transformer based variant of CAM. They explicitly couple
semantic agnostic maps from the vision transformer with
semantic-aware maps from CAM to effectively localize ob-
jects in the image. In contrast, we introduce a grad atten-
tion rollout mechanism (see Sec. 3.2) in addition to archi-
tectural changes to the vision transformer which implicitly
enable semantic aware object localization. HaS [18], Cut-
Mix [31] drop some random parts in the input image to
enforce the network to learn the importance of object sub-
parts. Despite hiding the image region randomly, it does
not necessarily erase the most discriminative parts. In con-
trast, our approach drops the most-discriminative regions
in the attention maps to enforce localization of the entire
object (see Sec. 3.1). Some CNN based recent work in-
clude ACoL [32], MEIL [21], SPG [33], GC-Net [20] and
I2C [34]. We empirically compare the localization perfor-
mance against each of the above approaches in Sec. 4.

Attention Dropout Mechanism: ADL [9] applies at-
tention based dropout mechanism to feature maps in deeper
layers in CNNs. In our approach, we introduce a patch-
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Figure 2. Model overview: (A) ViTOL architecture (B) ViTOL Encoder which consists of an additional p-ADL block. (C) p-ADL Block
and its components. We visualize attention maps in B, p-ADL components in C and also highlight critical symbols and GAR equations.

based counterpart to ADL called p-ADL (see Section 3.1)
which acts as a regularizer and enhances the localization
capability of the model. Unlike ADL which operates on
feature maps, p-ADL operates on the patch embeddings in-
cluding the class token embedding. Owing to the global
attention property across all the layers in a transformer, we
apply p-ADL at every transformer encoder block.

Class Dependent Attention: Attention maps also need
to be class-dependent to correctly identify the object of
interest in an image. For CNNs, class dependent behav-
ior was introduced using gradient-based methods such as
Grad-CAM [26], Grad-CAM++ [6]. Furthermore, attri-
bution propagation methods [3, 5] propagate relevance for
the predicted class based on Deep Taylor Decomposition
(DTD) framework [22]. Class-specific behavior is also in-
troduced using Contrastive-LRP [12] and Softmax-Gradient
LRP [15].

For transformers, Abnar et al. [1] proposed attention roll-
out method, which recursively multiply softmax activations
corresponding to the class token in each attention layer. Our
proposed method uses the gradients with respect to target
class to generate final localization maps. Chefer et al. [7]
proposed an alternate method of assigning local relevance
based on the DTD principle to generate class dependent at-
tention maps. We evaluate attention rollout, gradient-based
rollout and layer relevance propagation methods empiri-
cally and qualitatively in our proposed approach.

3. Method

In this section, we discuss the details of the proposed
method, ViTOL, for WSOL. ViTOL mainly introduces (a)
architectural changes and (b) localization map generation

methods. In architectural changes, we discuss changes
to vision transformer architecture by introducing a patch-
based Attention Dropout Layer (p-ADL) as shown in Fig-
ure 2. The p-ADL layer acts as a regularizer and assists
the network to focus on both discriminative as well as non-
discriminative regions of an object. This results in coverage
of the entire object region, thereby greatly enhancing the
localization ability. In map generation methods, we discuss
grad attention rollout mechanism (GAR). We compare this
against attention rollout (AR) mechanism [1] and layer rel-
evance propogation (LRP) [7] for generating class depen-
dent attention maps. We discuss below both these changes
in detail and also explain the procedure for generating high-
quality localization maps.

3.1. Architectural Changes

Vision Transformer: We leverage self-attention mecha-
nism of vision transformers and employ DeiT-B and DeiT-S
variants to our task. Self-attention module [29] in trans-
formers is defined below.

M
(b)
att = softmax(Q(b) ·K(b)T ) (1)

Z(b) = M
(b)
att · V (b) (2)

M
(b)
att ∈ R(h×s×s) is the attention matrix for encoder

block b. Z(b) ∈ R(h×s×dh) is the output of the self-attention
layer in block b. Here, h, s, dh, d denotes the number of
heads in each attention block, number of input sequence of
patches, dimension of each head and embedding dimension
of the input respectively. Generally, d = h · dh is used.
Here, notations follow [7].

patch-based Attention Dropout Layer (p-ADL): The
p-ADL block is illustrated in Figure 2 (C). Largely inspired
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by the success of the attention-based dropout layer [9] on
CNN-based architectures, we propose the p-ADL layer for
transformers. This layer has two main components, patch
importance map and the patch drop mask. Both these com-
ponents operate on the mean attention map, which is com-
puted by taking the mean over the embedding dimension. 1

The patch drop mask is created by dropping the most acti-
vated mean patch embedding based on a drop threshold (λ)
parameter. The patch importance map is calculated by nor-
malizing the mean attention map using a sigmoid activation,
which denotes the importance of patches in an image.

Either the patch importance map or the patch drop mask
is randomly chosen during training based on an embedding
drop rate (α) parameter. Patch drop mask facilitates the
network to improve its localization capability. This is be-
cause the most discriminative region of the attention map
is dropped, forcing the model to focus on the remaining re-
gion of the desired object (as shown in Fig. 3). Patch impor-
tance map aids the classification accuracy. This is because,
over the course of training, the patch drop mask might drop
informative regions of the object of interest. Patch impor-
tance map counters this behavior by ensuring necessary in-
formation about the object of interest is retained (see Figure
2 (C)). Some ablations regarding p-ADL layer are studied
in Section 4.4.2. Note that this layer does not introduce
any new trainable parameters. We formulate the following
equations for the p-ADL layer.

µ
(b)
att = Ed(O

(b)) (3)

M
(b)
imp = σ(µ

(b)
att) (4)

M
(b)
dropi

=

{
0 µ

(b)
atti ≥ (λ ·max(µ

(b)
att))

1 µ
(b)
atti < (λ ·max(µ

(b)
att))

(5)

M
(b)
att drop =

{
O(b) ·M (b)

drop prandom < α

O(b) ·M (b)
imp prandom ≥ α

(6)

where O(b) ∈ R(s×d) denotes the output patch embed-
ding matrix at encoder block b, Ed denotes the mean along
embedding dimension, µ(b)

att,M
(b)
imp,M

(b)
drop ∈ R(s) denotes

the mean patch embedding, patch importance map, patch
drop mask for encoder block b, M

(b)
dropi

denotes the ith

index of M
(b)
drop, s is the number of patches in input se-

quence, M
(b)
att drop ∈ R(s×d) is the output of the p-ADL

layer for encoder block b. σ denotes the sigmoid function.
prandom ∈ [0, 1] can be generated using any random num-
ber generator function.

Patch drop mask intuition: In Fig. 3, we visualize the
output of patch drop mask corresponding to the class token,
after every encoder block, for a query image. Initially, a

1We use the class token embedding while calculating the mean. This
empirically results in a better localization performance.

very small patch of crane was activated which is dropped
in Block 1 by the patch drop mask. Dropping that infor-
mation forces the model to explore other parts of crane,
to help classify it correctly. This happens after each en-
coder block (Block 2-5), thus driving the model to explore
more object regions. However, dropping every informative
patch progressively after each block might lead to embed-
dings which no longer have information about the object
(Block 5). This loss of object information may lead to ob-
ject mis-classification. To avoid such circumstances, patch
importance map is also chosen randomly which highlights
the activated patches and retains object specific information.
The visualization for patch importance and patch drop mask
for an example image is observed in Figure 2 (C).

Figure 3. Patch Drop Mask progression. Patch drop mask for set
of encoder blocks are shown here for a sample crane image using
our model with p-ADL layer. Dark color denotes dropped regions.

3.2. Generation of localization maps

Grad Attention Rollout (GAR): Attention rollout [1] is
an intuitive mechanism in which self-attention maps are av-
eraged over each attention head in the encoder block and
recursively multiplied over all transformer layers to pro-
duce a localization map. Rollout adds an Identity matrix
I to the attention matrix at each layer to account for resid-
ual connections [13] in the network. However, this method
assumes that attentions are linearly combined. As stated by
Chefer et al. [7], this overlooks the fact that GELU [14] ac-
tivation is used in all intermediate layers. An ill-effect of
this ignorance is that it fails to distinguish between positive
and negative contributions to the final attention map. In our
method, we compute a weighted attention rollout using gra-
dient maps for each respective attention map and then use
negative attention clamping to consider only positive values
for each attention head. The GAR method is as given below.

M̂
(b)
att = I + Eh(∇M

(b)
att ⊙M

(b)
att)

+ (7)

M̂att =

K∏
b=1

M̂
(b)
att (8)

Here ⊙ is the Hadamard product, and Eh is the mean
over head dimension, ∇M

(b)
att ∈ R(h×s×s) is the gradient

matrix corresponding to each attention matrix M
(b)
att , K is

the total number of encoder blocks. M̂att ∈ R(s×s) is the
final rollout attention map. Superscript + in Eq. 7 refers to
negative weight clamping operation.

Layer Relevance Maps: Chefer et al. [7] examined the
problems in attention rollout and proposed a method that
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Figure 4. Qualitative comparison of activation maps with the state-of-the-art weakly supervised object localization models.
Row-1: Query Image from ImageNet, Row-2: VGG16-CAM, Row-3: ResNet50-ADL, Row-4: TS-CAM based on DeiT-S backbone,
Row-5: ViTOL based on Gradient Attention Rollout (GAR). Class label is displayed as a column label.

computes local relevance based on the deep Taylor decom-
position principle. This provides class-specific visualiza-
tions. For more details we refer the reader to [7]. The final
attention map is computed as follows.

M̃
(b)
att = I + Eh(∇M

(b)
att ⊙R(nb))+ (9)

M̃att =

K∏
b=1

M̃
(b)
att (10)

where ⊙ is the Hadamard product, nb denotes the soft-
max layer in encoder block b. R(nb) denotes the relevance
for nb layer, M̃att ∈ R(s×s) is the final attention map.

In our approach, we evaluate both the methods defined
above to get a self-attention map using Eq. (8), (10). This
final matrix Matt of size (s× s) represents how each patch
in an image interacts with other patches. We only consider
the first row of size (1 × s) corresponding to the [CLS]
token to compute the final attention map. We skip the first
value in this row to ignore the [CLS] token’s attention with
itself and reshape the extracted attention embedding of size
(s− 1) to size (

√
s− 1×

√
s− 1) which denotes the final

localization map for our method.

4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset

We evaluate ViTOL on two benchmark datasets in
WSOL namely ImageNet-1K [25] and Caltech-UCSD
Birds-200-2011 (CUB) [30]. We use the same data splits
as defined in [8]. Imagenet-1K dataset has 1000 classes
with approximately 1.3M images for training and 50k im-
ages for testing. It is one of the most challenging datasets
because of its large inter-class variation. Previous WSOL
methods [9, 18, 31–33, 35] have seen relatively small im-
provements (MaxBoxAccV2) for WSOL as observed in Ta-
ble 1. CUB dataset is comparatively small with 200 classes
consisting of 5994 train and 5794 test images.

4.2. Evaluation Metric

We generate a binary mask from localization map and
use it to generate a prediction bounding box around the fore-
ground. If the Intersection over Union (IOU) of the pre-
dicted box and ground truth box is greater than a threshold
δ then it is classified as a correct prediction. We use 4 met-
rics for evaluating all our methods: 1) MaxBoxAccV2 [8]:
average of the localization accuracy across IOU thresholds
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ImageNet CUB
Method Architecture MaxBoxAccV2 Architecture MaxBoxAccV2
CAM ResNet 63.7 VGG 63.7
HaS Inception 63.7 ResNet 64.7

ACoL Inception 63.7 ResNet 66.5
SPG Inception 63.3 ResNet 60.4
ADL ResNet 63.7 VGG 66.3

CutMix Inception 63.9 ResNet 62.8
Ours-GAR DeiT-B+p-ADL 69.17 DeiT-B+p-ADL 72.42
Ours-LRP DeiT-B+p-ADL 70.47 DeiT-B+p-ADL 73.17

Table 1. Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods (MaxBoxAccV2). Scores for MaxBoxAccV2 for the baseline methods are
borrowed from [8] on test split for both ImageNet and CUB datasets.

Method Architecture Top1-Loc GT-Known Top1-CLS
CAM InceptionV3 46.3 62.7 70.6
ACoL VGG16 45.8 63.0 64.5
SPG InceptionV3 48.6 64.7 71.1
ADL InceptionV3 48.7 - 61.2

CutMix VGG16 43.5 - 66.4
MEIL [21] InceptionV3 49.5 - -

GC-Net [20] InceptionV3 49.1 - -
CAAM+SSAM [2] ResNet50 52.36 67.89 -

SPA [24] InceptionV3 52.7 68.33 -
I2C [34] InceptionV3 53.1 68.5 -

TS-CAM [11] DeiT-S 53.4 67.6 74.3
Ours-GAR DeiT-S+p-ADL 54.74 71.86 71.84
Ours-LRP DeiT-S+p-ADL 53.62 70.48 71.84
Ours-GAR DeiT-B+p-ADL 57.62 71.32 77.08
Ours-LRP DeiT-B+p-ADL 58.64 72.51 77.08

Table 2. Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods (Top1-Loc and GT-Known): Top1-Loc and GT-Known metrics are compared
with other WSOL methods on ImageNet validation data.

δ ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7} to show the fineness of localization. 2)
GT-known Loc (IOU 50): use the GT label during inference
to measure performance at fixed IOU threshold δ = 0.5.
3) Top-1-Loc: This metric provides a positive value when
classification is correct and IOU is greater than 50%. 4)
Top1-CLS: Top1 classification performance.

Key Metric: MaxBoxAccV2 metric measures the abil-
ity of the model to localize the objects of interest, which
we consider as the key criterion to compare different WSOL
approaches. Choe et al. [8] argue that the goal of WSOL
is to localize objects and not classify images and there-
fore they advocate the use of MaxBoxAccV2 as the desired
performance metric. We adopt this recently fixed version
of the localization metric. Moreover, only an increase in
the classification accuracy without any observed improve-
ment in the localization performance will increase Top1-
localization accuracy value, however, this does not translate
to the performance improvements on the localization task.

4.3. Implementation Details

We use DeiT-B and DeiT-S architectures for our task.
We use s = 197, K = 12, patch size of 16x16 and image
resolution of 224x224 in all our experiments. DeiT-S and
DeiT-B uses embedding dimension of 384 and 768, and at-
tention heads 6 and 12 respectively in each ViTOL encoder
block. In p-ADL, we use a drop threshold (λ) of 0.9 and
embedding drop-rate (α) as 0.75 across all experiments.

Training and Testing details: On ImageNet-1K, for
baseline models, we use the DeiT-B and DeiT-S Ima-
geNet pre-trained weights and evaluate on all the methods,
namely, AR, GAR and LRP as stated in Table 1, 2 and 3.
In experiments with ViTOL, on ImageNet-1K, we train the
model with the p-ADL layer for 10 epochs using a learn-
ing rate of 0.0001, a weight decay (wd) of 0, and a learning
rate (lr) decay of 0.1 after every 3 epochs. For experiments
on CUB dataset, to create a new baseline model, we take
the ImageNet pre-trained DeiT-B model but initialize a new
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ImageNet CUB
Architecture Method MaxboxAccV2 IOU30 IOU50 IOU70 MaxboxAccV2 IOU30 IOU50 IOU70

DeiT-B AR 45.94 70.41 44.39 23.03 49.75 83.27 49.37 16.6
DeiT-B+p-ADL AR 46.51 70.71 45.33 23.47 57.42 88.45 60.87 22.93

DeiT-B GAR 62.82 83.58 64.89 40.00 70.79 96.15 78.2 38.03
DeiT-B+p-ADL GAR 69.17 86.95 71.32 49.25 72.42 96.68 80.89 39.69

Table 3. Effect of p-ADL and Comparison of Attention Rollout v/s Grad Attention Rollout

classifier layer with 200 class output. We trained the model
for 50 epochs with a lr of 0.0001, wd of 0, and lr decay of
0.1 every 10 epochs. In experiments with ViTOL, we add
the p-ADL layer and continue training this model. Here, we
use lr of 0.00001, wd of 0, and lr decay of 0.1 after every 5
epochs. Following [8], we use last saved checkpoint model
for all the evaluations in Table 1 and 2. During inference,
p-ADL layer is not used.

4.4. Quantitative Results

4.4.1 Comparison to the State-of-the-Art

Table 1 and Table 2 compare our proposed approach ViTOL
against the state-of-the-art (SOTA) approaches for WSOL.
In Table 1, we use the MaxBoxAccV2 metric [8] to quan-
tify the localization performance on ImageNet and CUB
datasets. Here, we compare against all SOTA approaches
which report the aforementioned metrics. The Architec-
ture column mentions the network architecture across all
approaches based on the best performing backbones on each
dataset. We observe that our approaches with a DeiT-B
backbone with p-ADL + (a) GAR and (b) LRP signifi-
cantly outperform the other WSOL approaches. Using the
MaxBoxAccV2 metric we observe gains by a margin of
6.57% and 6.67%, on ImageNet and CUB datasets respec-
tively.

In Table 2, we use the Top-1 localization accuracy met-
ric to compare ViTOL against the SOTA approaches for
WSOL on the ImageNet dataset. We outperform the SOTA
approaches by achieving a Top-1 localization accuracy of
58.64%, a GT-Known value of 72.51% and Top-1 classifi-
cation (CLS) accuracy of 77.08%.

Architecture MMp MpM ImageNet CUB
DeiT-B+ p-ADL ✓ 70.41 71.99
DeiT-B+ p-ADL ✓ 70.47 73.17

Table 4. Changing p-ADL position inside encoder blocks:
MMp [MSA ≪ MLP ≪ p-ADL] denotes that p-ADL is placed af-
ter MLP inside each encoder block and MpM [MSA ≪ p-ADL ≪
MLP] denotes that p-ADL is inserted in between MLP and MSA
layers. MaxBoxAccv2 is compared on both ImageNet and CUB.

Rusty_blackbird Ivory_gull Pomarine_jaeger Loggerhead_shrike Baird_sparrow

Figure 5. Qualitative results on CUB. GT bounding box is shown
in green and predicted bounding box is shown in red.

4.4.2 Ablation Study

Impact of p-ADL: In Table 3, we compare the perfor-
mance of DeiT-B with and without p-ADL using AR and
GAR map generation mechanisms. We observe that, for the
AR map-generation method, the DeiT-B+p-ADL achieves
a perfomance gain of 0.57% and 7.67% on ImageNet and
CUB datasets respectively against DeiT-B. Similarly, for
the GAR method, DeiT-B+p-ADL achieves a gain of 6.35%
and 1.63% respectively against DeiT-B. These performance
gains can be attributed to the ability of the p-ADL layer to
highlight discriminative and non-discriminative regions of
the object of interest.

Position of p-ADL: We experiment with the position of
the p-ADL layer inside each encoder block to understand its
impact on the localization performance. We observe from
Table 4 that we get minor performance improvements if we
place the p-ADL after the MLP layer as shown in Fig 2.
This minor difference can be intuitively attributed to the
MLP layer prioritizing classification performance over the
localization in the case of p-ADL placed before MLP.

Improvements with GAR: The usage of gradients
(equation 7) provides additional information about the se-
mantics of the class of the object. This change introduces
class dependent behavior for the attention maps. We ob-
serve a huge performance gain attributed to this behavior in
Table 3. A gain of 22.66% and 15% is observed for Ima-
geNet and CUB datasets respectively for the DeiT+p-ADL
model.

Other ablations: Some other ablation studies include i)
comparison of GAR and LRP across different transformer
backbones, ii) detailed study of patch drop masks for the p-
ADL layer and iii) effect of changing embedding drop rate
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Figure 6. Qualitative ablation for map generation methods.
Comparison of final localization map for baseline DeiT-B (Col-
umn 2,3,4) and DeiT-B + p-ADL layer (Column 5, 6, 7) is shown
here for map generation methods AR, GAR and LRP. GT bound-
ing box is shown in green. Predicted bounding box (red) is calcu-
lated using the ViTOL-GAR.

and drop threshold hyper-parameters for p-ADL layer. We
refer the reader to supplementary for these ablations.

4.5. Qualitative Results

In this section, we qualitatively compare the perfor-
mance of ViTOL in Fig. 4. The attention maps of our model
are visualized for CUB in Fig. 5 and ImageNet in Fig. 6.

Comparison with SOTA: In Figure 4, we highlight the
localization maps for ViTOL and compare against state-of-
the-art WSOL methods, VGG-CAM [35], ResNet50-ADL
[9], TS-CAM [11], for a few randomly sampled images
from ImageNet. Our method, ViTOL, shows superior local-
ization performance in highlighting the entire object region
across all the sample images. Moreover, our localization
maps reconstruct the structure of the sorrel and centipede
classes more accurately as compared with other methods.

Qualitative Ablation on ImageNet: In Figure 6, we
generate attention maps for five random example images
from the ImageNet validation split. For each of the ex-
ample images, we visualize the baseline DeiT-B with AR,
GAR and LRP in the second, third and fourth columns, and,
DeiT-B + p-ADL with AR, ViTOL with LRP and ViTOL
with GAR attention maps in the final three columns.

We observe that attention maps generated for ViTOL
with GAR/LRP show dependency with the class, are noise-
free and cover the complete object of interest. Our method
is superior in localizing the objects in the image as com-
pared to the DeiT-B baseline models. In Figure 6, row five,
we observe that the attention maps using DeiT-B highlight
the whole person. However, the object of interest is the tie
worn by the person. The class conditional behavior of Vi-
TOL enables the models to approximately localize the tie in

the image. Similarly in row three, our method highlights the
desired class in an image containing multiple objects. The
first four rows showcase that the entire object of interest is
highlighted in the ViTOL attention maps. In the second row
we observe that the negative contributions from the noisy
background observed in the attention maps of DeiT-B + p-
ADL + AR are alleviated in ViTOL-GAR/LRP.

Visualization on CUB: In Figure 5, first row, we show-
case five random example images from the CUB dataset.
In the second row, we overlay the attention maps obtained
from ViTOL-LRP for these images. In the first column,
half the bird is occluded and our model only captures the
region of bird that is visible. In the second column, our
method successfully localizes a bird camouflaged into its
background. In the third column our method captures the
bird’s narrow wings in its attention map. In the fourth col-
umn, the tail of the bird looks similar to the stem of the
plants in the background. Our method succeeds in high-
lighting the entire bird along with its thin tail. In last col-
umn, our method localizes the visible portion of the bird
which is resting in a noisy background.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we explore the problem of WSOL. We dis-

cuss in detail the common challenges that image classifica-
tion models encounter when localizing objects of interest.
To alleviate these challenges, we introduced our proposed
method ViTOL. We discuss simple yet effective changes
to a baseline transformer architecture and introduced a new
map generation method for WSOL. We employed patch-
based attention dropout layer (p-ADL) which aided in in-
creasing the coverage of the localization map. We also pro-
posed a post-hoc map generation method which enforced
class-dependent attention map generation for WSOL. Fi-
nally, we showcased state-of-the-art performance across
different metrics, datasets and methods for object localiza-
tion. Our experimental results establish the significance of
using ViTOL in object localization. The clear resemblance
of the actual shape of the object in the attention map visu-
alization shows great potential to leverage it for other tasks
such as weakly-supervised semantic segmentation, tempo-
ral action localization, etc. In order to apply the proposed
p-ADL and GAR map generation methods for CNN based
architectures, the p-ADL layer and rollout mechanism can
potentially be applied to those layers that have dense fea-
tures and high receptive fields. In future work, we plan to
explore variants of global attention in transformers to cap-
ture fine-grained details as opposed to the patch-based at-
tention which we currently employ.
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